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Khazarian mafia hide in bunkers as war is declared
A formal declaration of war by the Anglo Saxon five eyes group has now been made against the Khazarian
mafia, otherwise known as the Nazi Fourth Reich.
Here is the declaration of war as sent by Queen Elizabeth II:
“We have been repeatedly contacted around the world about the public health emergencies. Some of the
contacts have suggested very grave crimes against humanity up to and including genocide.
When we were first alarmed we began to watch from afar. We found all of the counter intelligence to be
true and that in fact, all of the world’s civilian governments were, under military law, in high treason.
We cannot evade the real and actionable truth that mass murders have and are happening…We have to
by military and martial law, issue this statement.”
As for rumours that her majesty is no longer with us, MI6 had the following to say: “Dead or alive the
legacy lives on. Enough said.”
With war declared the Khazarian mafia elite have retreated to bunkers around Lake Geneva, Switzerland
and Palo Alto, California, according to multiple intelligence sources. The Swiss group controls the fiat
money being issued by the central banks they own. The Palo Alto group is using control of major internet
companies to convey a false reality to the worlds’ people. Both of these centers are now going to be
targeted with bunker-busting nuclear weapons, Pentagon sources promise.
The KM meanwhile have been exposed by Mossad as using green screen computer graphics to make it
look as if people like Pope Francis, President “Fuck” Joe Biden, Chinese President Xi Jinping and Traitor
General Mark Milley are still with us and still in charge.
This video below, sent to us by Mossad, shows some of the actual green screen performance taking place:
Video Player
The KM is also desperately seeking actors and body doubles to replace their public leaders who are being
systematically killed and arrested as a part of this declaration of war against the KM.
Here, for example, we see multiple ads seeking look-alikes for the arrested
California Governor Gavin Newsom.

More fake “leaders” can be seen at the links below:
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=186736
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=186751

The KM is also still desperately trying to create a “get out of jail free card” for
themselves by starting World War III.
The following propaganda illustrates this:
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“Vice President Kamala Harris said the ‘eyes of the world’ are on the Belarus border and the US is ‘looking
at the tools it has’ after a day of rapid-fire developments led to fears of war breaking out on Europe’s
eastern border.”
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10195079/Russia-deploys-paratroopers-Belarus-border-regionamid-fears-conflict.html
“US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said Wednesday that the United States is ‘concerned by reports of
unusual Russian military activity’ and the possibility that Russia may be “attempting to rehash” its 2014
invasion of Ukraine.”
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/11/10/politics/blinken-ukrainian-presser/index.html
Russian President Vladimir Putin responded by saying “I want everyone to know, We have absolutely
nothing to do with any of this.”
https://www.rt.com/russia/540208-putin-belarus-poland-border/
“All this tension being seen with Belorussia and Ukraine is all CIA meddling and propaganda. It is the
Biden administration running a money-laundering operation out of Ukraine. It is going via Biden’s son to
finance the campaign to capture Trump,” was how MI6 described the situation.
We are also seeing CIA noise such as the following:
“Australian Defense Minister Peter Dutton said Saturday that it would be ‘inconceivable’ for Australia
not to join the US if it takes action to defend Taiwan in the event of a Chinese invasion.”
Asian secret society sources confirm that attempts to provoke a war with China by using Taiwan have
nothing to do with either the governments or people of China or Taiwan. It is more KM meddling, they say.
In any case, now that war has been formally declared the following disciples of KM Honcho Klaus Schwab
Rothschild have been or will be removed:
Angela Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy, Tony Blair. Jacinda Ardern (the Prime Minister of New Zealand),
Emmanuel Macron, Sebastian Kurz (who was until recently the Chancellor of Austria), Viktor Orbán (Prime
Minister of Hungary), Jean-Claude Juncker (former President of the EU), Annalena Baerbock (the leader
of the German Greens), California Governor Gavin Newsom, US Secretary of Transportation Peter
Buttigieg, Microsoft’s Bill Gates, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, Virgin’s Richard Branson, Chelsea Clinton.
Christine Lagarde and Larry Fink (CEO of BlackRock the corporation internationally and which handles
approximately $9 trillion annually. national governments).
What these people all have in common is they are among the 1300 graduates of Schwabs’ Global Leaders
for Tomorrow slave leader academy.
https://rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictatorsplan-for-great-reset-videos/
Schwab and the KM hiding out in
Switzerland have pumped over $20 trillion
into the global economy in less than two
years as part of their vaccine and fake
pandemic totalitarian power grab.
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The removal of these fifth columnists is “pure counter state capture military intelligence” MI6 says.
Already Washington DC has been captured by the white dragon society and their allies. Here is what an
NSA official says about Washington these days:
“DC is EMPTY after dark. No nightlife. Empty trains. Empty buildings. And, a powerful stench odor is
reported throughout the city (from underground tunnels that were flooded and empty).
What’s left of the federal government will run out of money in 18 days or on December 3rd, the NSA says.
The other place that is a ghost town is Hollywood. Here is what Mossad had to report about the situation
there:
Hollywood is dying a slow death. The adrenochrome drip has stopped & so have the production budgets.
Chinese Communist Party & fake fiat Fed money are cut off too. The only ones cutting checks are the tech
streamers (Apple, Amazon, Netflix & a few of the major studios). The rest are working with crumbs.
This is a result of US President Donald Trump’s Executive Order 13818 — Blocking the Property of
Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption.
We are witnessing the death of the Pedo Elites and their twisted lifestyles. The false idols of the world are
falling. It’s finally happening.
Many of the celebs have been compromised. It is not known if everyone in the list below is compromised,
but many of them are. It is Judgement Day for The Guilty.
List of Celebrity and sports legend’s homes for sale:
Ellen Degeneres, Johnny Depp, Mathew Perry, Eli Manning, Kat Von D, Shia Lebeouf, The Hemsworth
brothers, John Legend and Chrissy Teigen, Brittany Snow, Beyoncé, Jay-Z, Cindy Crawford and Rand
Gerber, Gene Simmons, Bella Thorne, Tom Cruise, George Strait, Emily Blunt, Alonzo Mourning, Jemima
Kirke, Kevin Jonas, Chelsea Handler, John McEnroe, Tommy Lee, Jason Derulo, Alicia Keys, Frankie
Muniz, Keith Richards, Lil Wayne, Peter Thiel, Pharrell Williams, Loris Loughlin and Mossimo Giannulli,
Rosie O’Donnell, Kellie Clarkson, Cheryl Tieg, Joe Pesci, Suzanne Somers, Adam Lambert, Meghan
Markle, Sean Diddy Combs, Billy Joel, Gary Levinsohn, Dr Phil, Barry Manilow, Mel Gibson, Diane Keaton,
50 Cent, Heidi Klum, Ryan Seacrest, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Jennifer Aniston, Katharine Hepburn, Christie
Brinkley, Nicholas Cage, Ricky Martin, Angelica Huston, Charlie Sheen, Burt Reynolds, Emilia Clarke, J.Lo
& Alex Rodriguez, Simon Cowell, Kris Jenner, Jeffree Star, Gordon Ramsay, Jason Aldean, Pamela
Anderson, Jerry Seinfeld, Jimmy Fallon, Dave Ramsey, Jon Bon Jovi, LeBron James, Matt Damon, J.J.
Abrams, Sugar Ray Leonard, Ellen Degeneres, Sylvester Stallone, David Bowie, Clay Mathews, Michelle
Pfiefer, David E Kelley, Shonda Rhimes, Rihanna, Pete Townshend, Britney Spears, Joe Jonas, Sophie
Turner, Robert Redford, Steve McQueen, Shaquille ONeil, Glen Frey, Sammy Hagar, Stockard Channing,
Michael Chiklis, Tom Petty, Serena Williams, Bill Russell, Kathryn Bigelow, Don Rickles, Bruce Kovner,
Adam Neumann, Leonardo DiCaprio, Barb Ellison, Alicia Keys & Swizz Beatz, Kate Beckinsale, Robert
Herjavic, Josh and Heather Altman , Soleil Moon Frye, Jim Harbaugh, Anthony Kiedis, Fredrik Eklund,
Meghan Trainor, Gideon Yu, Hellen Miren, Taylor Hackford, Bette Midler, Todd Phillips, Mitt Romney,
Dianne Feinstein, Miley Cyrus, Kelly Clarkson, A-Rod, Bobby Patton-LA dodgers co owner, Dwyane Wade
& Gabrielle Union, Michael Amini, B-52 Kate Pierson, Bill Guthy, Victoria Jackson, Will Arnett, Zac Efron,
Wayne Gretzky, Katy Perry, Derek Jeter, Mike Piazza, Shane Smith, Bryon Cranston, DJ Khaled, Leonard
Ross, Ted Sarandos- Netflix co Ceo, Dustin Johnson, John Fogerty, Melissa Rivers, Jamie Lynn Sigler,
Lena Dunham, Lyndsey Vonn, PK Subban, Robyne Moore, Cara and Poppy Delevingne, Big Sean, Steph
Curry, Chris Bosh, Phil Collins, Liam Payne, Bryan Singer, Tom Ford, Robby Naish, Tom Brady & Giselle
Bundchen, Anthony Davis, Emilia Clarke, Clare Bronfman-Seagrams (heiress with ties to Nxivm), Jane
Fonda, Carmen Electra, Morgan Moses, Bobby Cox, Danny Masterson, Evander Kane, Kate Winslet, Mark
Teixeira, Jonah Hill, Judd Hirsch, Carlos Santana, Kennet Chesney and Brooke Shields.
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Some of the people on the list like Steve McQueen, Katherine Hepburn, Don
Rickles, Zsa Zsa Gabor and Burt Reynolds are deceased so the house sales are
being made by their estates.
As confirmation, almost all of the usual “celebrities” were absent from the latest
Oscar awards show.
Needless to say, all the pharmacidical executives involved in the fake pandemic
and vaccine campaign are also being removed.
Since we talked extensively about how the pandemic is being wound down last
week we will only add this bit today:
“The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) confirmed Thursday it is recalling some 2 million Ellume
at-home COVID-19 testing because they can produce ‘false positives.’”
https://www.theepochtimes.com/fda-alert-2-million-at-home-covid-19-tests-recalled-over-falsepositives_4101243.html?utm_source=partner&utm_campaign=ZeroHedge

This is partial confirmation that mass murder was taking place in hospitals by using “false positive,” test
results to force people into death wards.
One of the top vaccine criminals who is about to be removed is Canada’s Justin Castro Trudeau. Castro
ordered “ten times more vaccines than there are Canadians –including the moose- and that’s racketeering
because he is getting a kickback for every dollar spent [on vaccines].”
https://www.rumormillnews.com/ cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=186983
This picture shows him to be one of the KM’s most prolific actors:
“The disinfection of the West of an element so insidious in history and pervasive throughout our shared
experiences must all go…We are committed to a viable and meaningful working relationship West and
East to firstly quell all world terrorism and subsequent war and all vestiges of this Scourge and then deal
with everything else. First things first, Peace is a process. We are well underway.
Elizabeth II R.
There is also a disinfection process taking place in Asia. In Japan, the removal of
Rothschild agent Aso Taro and all his cronies from both power and control of finance
has taken place. Also, vaccine pushing Governor Koike Yuriko of Tokyo has not been
seen in public since November 2nd. Many other politicians, gangsters, “Japan
handlers,” financiers etc. have also vanished.
In China too, some sort of purge is taking place. When the Chinese communist party issued a document
celebrating 100 years since its founding, Chairman Mao is mentioned seven times and Xi Jinping 17 times
while Deng Xiaoping is only mentioned 5 times. You can be sure the forces behind Deng are taking action.
While we are not privy to the details of the power struggle in China, we note 10 major explosions took
place there last week.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WDqx7znva4
Finally this week some otherworldly news: On Thursday-Friday, November 18-19—look up to see a Blood
Moon lunar eclipse, longest lunar eclipse of the century. Keep your eyes on the sky.
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/16719022/inside-fbis-ufo-files-packed-hundreds-alien-craft/
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